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This document contains a description of the task to be performed by the
students of the course “Assessment and reinforcement of timber elements” that
will be held at the University of Mons, Belgium in December 2013. This written
home work has to be done after the Training School, by groups of 2 students
coming from different Universities, and should be sent back to the local
organizer (Thierry Descamps) for reviewing, no later than March 31st, 2014.
The groups of students will be defined during the training school. All reports
are requested in English and must have 15 pages maximum

Topics
The assessment of one existing timber structure (new or old) in your home
region. This could be a timber roof, a timber bridge, a timber or halftimbered house, etc. that presents some pathologies and needs intervention
(reinforcements). If the proposed timber structure for this task is of major
importance, only a part of it could be studied.
The work consists of the application of all concepts that have been
developed during the training school, from the assessment to the
reinforcement. You are required to get first-hand, on-site information on
the object and look for significant details (photographs). All material for
the work must be first-hand (not from internet or texts from the literature).

Guidelines for the redaction
The task consists of writing a paper “ready to publish” in a journal. A
report shall be written by each group - each group consisting of 2 students
and should follow the so called “IMRaD” rule (i.e. “Introduction”,
“Methods”, “Results” and “Discussion”). In particular:


Introduction: Setting the scene. The introduction must provide
the reader with sufficient background information for them to put
your work into context. It needn’t and shouldn’t be a

comprehensive literature review of the field: that is what review
articles are for. Instead, it should present “the problem,” basically
whatever the research question is, thereby defining the rationale for
the study. The introduction should also briefly explain how you
addressed this problem and what was achieved. Put another way, it
should be clear from the introduction what related work has been
done before, why the current study was performed, what you did,
and what you found.
Describe here the site, the current use of the timber
structure and an overview of the structure, as well as its
history (age, state of conservation, erection...). A
comprehensive literature search should have been
performed before launching into your study, on an ongoing basis to ensure that you are up to date with all
developments in your field of research. As with all
references to the literature, the literature cited in the
introduction needs to be current, balanced and relevant.



Methods: What you did. The methods section of your manuscript
should contain sufficient information for a capable researcher to
accurately repeat the experiments you describe. If essential
information is left out, the exact conditions might not be replicated,
leading to different results, potential misunderstandings, or worse,
accusations of falsification. Thus, the methods section needs to be
comprehensive:
Describe here the methods you used to assess the structure.
You can also make some links with lectures that have been
done during the training school. Don’t forget that visual
inspection is easy to apply and gives a lot of information
about the structure.



Results: What you found. The results section is possibly the most
important section in your report. In this section you will describe
the main findings of your research, which is what everyone who is
going to read your report wants to know about. Also, whatever
findings you obtained will determine how the introduction and
discussion sections are framed, what target journals you can
consider, and what direction(s) your subsequent research needs to
take.
Describe here the cracks, deflection, moisture,
fungus…and all relevant pathologies observed on site. For
each one, answer the question “How is it important for the
stability of the structure?” In this part, you should
highlight the weaknesses of the structure. For this, it is
essential that you get "hands on" and gain your own
experience when you encounter the structure (on site
assessment). Finally, you should propose a model
explaining the origin of the observed pathologies. A good
understanding of the structure should allow you to propose
and argue about the use of reinforcements. A proposition
of reinforcement (if necessary), with the evaluation of its
efficiency, should be done (you may use hand calculation
methods and/or numerical/FE-analyses if required).



Discussion/conclusions: What does it all mean? The discussion
section of your manuscript is critically important. It is where you
pull together all the ‘threads’ of evidence you have presented in the
results in the context of the background you presented in the
introduction. A common mistake is to overlook the importance of
this section considering it sufficient to merely present the results
and allow the readers to draw their own conclusions. However,
presenting your results without describing their implications leaves
them open to interpretation and reduces the impact they could have.
Journal editors want papers that will advance the field and generate
an impact. Therefore, use the discussion wisely to maximize the
impact of your findings.
Here, among other things, discuss "how the proposed
reinforcement fits the structural requirements" or "the
potential risks for the future in relation with the proposed
reinforcement"….

Template
Your paper will be written with the following template for LaTex provided
by ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers). The use of this
template is part of the work.
https://www.asme.org/shop/proceedings/conference-publications/authortemplates
Templates for LaTex are offsite - they are available via FTP, courtesy of
the University of California, Davis. Authors will need to navigate through
the different folders to find the template, which should be saved to the
desktop for later use.
FTP: http://iel.ucdavis.edu/code/ASME/
Please use:
“LaTeX template for ASME journal papers submitted for publication,
version 1.0”
Figure 1 gives you an overview of this template.

Figure 1 : template to be used

